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Abstract

There is an increasing interest in using deep neural networks in various down-
stream natural language processing tasks. Such models are commonly used as
black boxes, meaning that their decision-making is difficult to interpret. In order
to build trust in models, it is crucial to analyse their inner workings which lead
to predictions. The need to interpret natural language processing models has
induced research on linguistically-informed interpretability. This field revolves
around choosing specific linguistic phenomena and inspecting models’ capability
to capture them without being explicitly trained for it.

This thesis project contributes to the field by assessing the ability of BERT-style
models to learn subject number in Lithuanian and English. The experiments
revolve around designing diagnostic classifiers which are used to determine if the
models are capable of learning this particular linguistic phenomenon. The results
show that BERT-style models are capable of implicitly learning the number of
a subject both in Lithuanian and English. However, this seems to be harder in
Lithuanian, as diagnostic classifiers show a lower accuracy. The study observes
that the accuracy of logistic regression diagnostic classifiers fluctuates to a large
extent. Fully connected neural network classifiers outperform logistic regression
classifiers.
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1 Introduction

Deep neural networks currently are widely used for natural language processing
(NLP) tasks. Such models are considered state-of-the-art because they provide vast
performance improvements compared to prior approaches. Earlier methods, namely
rule-based, e.g., using context-free grammar (CFG) and statistical, e.g, using proba-
bilistic context-free grammar (PCFG) have lost their popularity due to the increasing
interest in neural networks. Nonetheless, neural networks are used as black boxes,
meaning that their inner workings are difficult to interpret. Gaining a better under-
standing of neural networks’ decision-making is crucial, as they are becoming widely
used in various applications. Analysing the reasoning of models is important in order
to build trustworthy NLP systems (Ribeiro et al., 2016). Therefore, research focused
on interpretable machine learning is emerging in natural language processing. It has
gained attention in the research community and has been discussed in workshops, e.g.,
BlackboxNLP (BlackboxNLP, 2022).

A common research area which revolves around analysing neural networks is
linguistically-informed interpretability. It focuses on investigating the capability of a
model to learn one or more linguistic phenomena without being explicitly trained for
that. As Belinkov and Glass (2019) emphasize, analysing the importance of all features
in a neural network is a time-consuming task. Due to this, various studies focus on
specific linguistic phenomena to inspect the extent to which a model can acquire
them. Identifying the number of a subject is one phenomenon which is analysed in
different studies.

Typically, a model’s ability to capture a linguistic phenomenon is investigated by
performing targeted evaluations or designing diagnostic classifiers. The advantage of
the latter method is that it makes it possible to investigate each layer of the model.
This is especially beneficial in studies which analyse deep neural networks. Diagnostic
classifiers are trained on the hidden states of each layer of the inspected model.
Good performance of diagnostic classifiers indicates that the inspected model has the
capability of implicitly learning the phenomenon to some extent (Belinkov, 2021).

1.1 Purpose

A considerable amount of studies on designing diagnostic classifiers have a strong focus
on English. Other languages are also gaining more attention but at this point only a
few have been used, e.g., the Basque language in the study on subject-verb agreement
by Ravfogel et al. (2018). In addition, Hupkes et al. (2018) use arithmetic expressions
instead of spoken language. Similarly, studies on targeted evaluation on subject-verb
agreement include other languages, e.g., research by Gulordava et al. (2018) which
besides English, also includes Italian, Hebrew and Russian. This thesis contributes
by conducting experiments on the Lithuanian language. In order to make this thesis
project comparable to other studies, English is also used for the experiments.

It is important to note that studies on designing diagnostic classifiers typically focus
on recurrent neural networks, especially their gated versions, e.g., long short term
memory networks (LSTMs). In contrast, this thesis project contributes by conducting
experiments on transformer-based models, more specifically BERT-style models, which
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are less common to use for this type of analysis. The motivation behind choosing
transformer-based models is due to transformers being the de facto standard in natural
language processing. To design the experiments, this project follows the study by
Jawahar et al. (2019).

To summarize, this thesis aims to analyse and answer the following research ques-
tions:

RQ1 Is there an indication in the layers of BERT-style models that information of
a subject’s number in Lithuanian and English is encoded? Is this information
encoded in the same layers of different instantiations of the BERT-style models?

RQ2 Is the accuracy of diagnostic classifiers similar both in Lithuanian and English
experiments?

RQ3 Do results differ when using diagnostic classifiers with different complexity?

1.2 Outline

In this thesis, the problem is approached by designing diagnostic classifiers to inspect
inner representations of different layers of a model. The project starts by extracting
relevant text from Lithuanian and English treebanks to create subject number datasets.
In addition, a part of the English dataset used in the study by Jawahar et al. (2019)
is used as well. Afterwards, these datasets are fed to BERT-style models. The hidden
states of the models are extracted and used for training and testing the diagnostic
classifiers.

The following parts of this thesis describe in greater detail the study that is
conducted. An overview of the theoretical background and current approaches of
linguistically-informed interpretability are presented in Chapter 2. Afterwards, Chap-
ter 3 describes the methodology of this thesis project – the data and models that
are used, and the setup of experiments. In Chapter 4, the results of the experiments
with the diagnostic classifiers, namely logistic regression and fully connected neural
networks, are presented. This is followed by the discussion in Chapter 5 which aims to
analyse the results. Conclusions, together with future work are discussed in Chapter
6.
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2 Background

This Chapter introduces relevant theoretical background. It begins with an introduc-
tion to previous research conducted on linguistically-informed interpretability. This
area of study consists of different methods attempting to interpret machine learning
models. Section 2.1 explains the most common approaches, namely designing diag-
nostic classifiers and performing targeted evaluations. In Section 2.2, the phenomenon
of the number of a subject and examples are discussed. Further, machine learning
models that are used in studies on diagnostic classifiers are described in Section 2.3.

2.1 Research on Linguistically-Informed Interpretability

2.1.1 Diagnostic Classifiers

Designing diagnostic classifiers (also referred to as probing) is a common method
applied in studies on linguistically-informed interpretability. This approach consists
of extracting hidden states of an inspected model to use them for training diagnostic
classifiers. These classifiers are trained on predicting a linguistic property with the
hidden states as input. The objective is to inspect if the model has learnt a linguistic
property of, e.g., the number of a subject, as a byproduct of learning another task, e.g.,
language modelling. The performance of diagnostic classifiers is used as a measure to
analyse the representations of the inspected model (Belinkov, 2021).

A thorough probing study on English is conducted by Jawahar et al. (2019). The
researchers use a BERT base (uncased) model which typically is pretrained with
an objective of masked language modelling. They inspect BERT’s ability to capture
linguistic phenomena by using a set of tasks provided by Conneau et al. (2018). The
set consists of three types of tasks. It includes (i) surface tasks, namely sentence length
and the presence of words in a sentence; (ii) syntactic tasks, such as sensitivity to word
order, syntactic tree depth and top level constituents in a syntax tree’s sequence; and
(iii) semantic tasks, such as subject number and object number, random placement of a
noun or a verb, and random swapping of coordinated clausal conjuncts (Jawahar et al.,
2019). In addition, the study includes experiments on subject-verb agreement. To
inspect BERT’s ability to capture these linguistic phenomena, the researchers extract
the activations and train separate diagnostic classifiers of each layer for each task. As
the study inspects the BERT base model which has 12 layers, 12 diagnostic classifiers
are trained for each task.

Moreover, Ravishankar et al. (2019) conduct a similar study using multiple tasks and
probe several encoders, i.e., XML, ELMo and BERT. This study includes 9 linguistic
phenomena that are among the tasks established by Conneau et al. (2018). The
study inspects multilingual models (with an exception of the monolingual ELMo) and
conducts probing experiments on several languages, such as English, French, German,
Spanish, Russian, Turkish and Finnish (Ravishankar et al., 2019). The authors use
both cased and uncased variants of the BERT base model. Diagnostic classifiers used
in the study are neural networks (multilayer perceptrons).

The study by Conneau et al. (2018) introduces the set of probing tasks that are
used by Jawahar et al. (2019) and Ravishankar et al. (2019). Besides creating the tasks,
Conneau et al. (2018) conduct experiments using them on a gated convolutional
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network (8 convolutional layers of 512 hidden units) and several instantiations of
LSTM models, namely BiLSTM-last and BiLSTM-max with 2 layers of 512 hidden
units. It is worth noting that the study trains separate models with different objectives,
e.g., translation (English-French, English-German and English-Finnish), generation
of linearized grammatical parse trees, next sentence prediction, natural language
inference and employs the AutoEncoder technique. In addition, the researchers
include untrained encoders for comparison. These models, trained with the different
objectives, are afterwards inspected in probing experiments.

Generally, studies on probing have a strong focus on inspecting recurrent neural
networks, commonly LSTMs. Besides the study by Conneau et al. (2018) that analyses
LSTMs, the ability of a two-layer LSTM with 650 hidden units to capture subject-
verb agreement is investigated by Giulianelli et al. (2018). In addition, the study
by Ravfogel et al. (2018) analyse a one-layer BiLSTM with 550 hidden units by
designing two types of diagnostic classifiers, namely a linear model and a 1-layer
multilayer perceptron (MLP). The authors inspect the ability of BiLSTM to learn
verb-number agreement and perform suffix recovery. Moreover, the study by Hupkes
et al. (2018) analyses recurrent neural networks, namely simple recurrent networks
(SRNs), gated recurrent units (GRUs) and recursive neural networks (TreeRNNs).
The researchers investigate the ability of models to capture hierarchical information
by using arithmetic expressions.

2.1.2 Targeted Evaluation

Another common method for interpreting language models is concerned with perform-
ing targeted evaluations. Commonly, these studies focus on subject-verb agreement.
Sentences are fed into a model word by word up until the verb. Afterwards, it is
inspected if a model assigns a higher probability to a verb of the right number than to
a verb of the wrong number, e.g., a higher probability to the singular verb than plural,
if the subject is singular.

Similarly to the approach described in Section 2.1.1, focusing on transformer-based
models is also not as common in studies on targeted evaluations. However, some
examples include the studies by Goldberg (2019), Wolf (2019) and Tran et al. (2018).

Goldberg (2019) uses data provided by Linzen et al. (2016) and Gulordava et al.
(2018), and includes additional data for subject-verb agreement and reflexive anaphora
phenomena to inspect BERT. The pretrained BERT base (uncased) and BERT large
(uncased) models are used in the study. In contrast to studies with uni-directional
LSTMs, where the sentences were fed to the models word by word, the researcher
analyses BERT’s ability to capture linguistic phenomena by masking verbs and feeding
these sentences to the model (Goldberg, 2019).

The study by Wolf (2019) extends the research by Goldberg (2019) by performing
subject-verb agreement experiments on English to inspect LSTM, OpenAI’s GPT, and
BERT (base and large). LSTM and GPT are pretrained with the objective of language
modelling and BERT is pretrained for the purpose of masked language modelling. It is
inspected how the models perform when using sentences with a varying number of
agreement attractors.

In addition, the study by Tran et al. (2018) presents a comparison of an LSTM
and a transformer-based model – a fully attentional network (FAN). The researchers
use subject-verb agreement and logical inference tasks for the experiments. The
experiments on subject-verb agreement are designed to inspect models that are
specifically trained for the task, and models that are trained only with the objective of
language modelling.
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Referring to the previous argument of transformer-based models being uncommon
to use, targeted evaluation studies commonly inspect recurrent neural networks, e.g.,
LSTMs. For instance, research on LSTMs using subject-verb agreement includes the
study by Linzen et al. (2016). The researchers conduct experiments on English using
LSTM with 50 hidden units. The experiments are performed by feeding the beginning
of a sentence until the word before a verb to the model (Linzen et al., 2016). The
researchers approach this by using different sets of sentences, namely sentences that
have only nouns as subjects and another set of subjects that have either pronouns or
proper nouns as subjects.

Another example of research on targeted evaluations is the study by Gulordava
et al. (2018), which uses subject-verb agreement and compares LSTMs with 2 hidden
layers of 650 and 200 units. The researchers use datasets for English, Italian, Hebrew
and Russian. They additionally include nonce sentences which are meaningless but
grammatically correct (Gulordava et al., 2018). Moreover, the study compares the
results of LSTMs in the experiments on Italian with human judgement.

In addition, the study by Marvin and Linzen (2018) introduces a dataset for targeted
evaluation, specifically for inspecting grammaticality of predictions using subject-verb
agreement, reflexive anaphora and negative polarity items. The dataset contains
grammatically correct and incorrect sentences which can be used to observe if a model
assigns a higher probability to the sentence that is grammatically correct. In addition,
the researchers inspect LSTMs using this dataset. A single task LSTM (two layers of
650 LSTM units) is trained with the objective of language modelling, and a multitask
LSTM trained for language modelling with combinatory categorial grammar (CCG)
supertagging (Marvin and Linzen, 2018).

2.2 Subject Number

Lithuanian is a synthetic and morphologically rich language, where grammatical
relations are denoted by the change of word endings (Tamošiūnaitė et al., 2014).
Subjects of the nominative case are very common, but they can also be expressed
using genitive or dative case (Tamošiūnaitė et al., 2014). This means that the endings
of the words change depending on the case. In addition, as nouns (which commonly
are subjects) in Lithuanian encode gender, the endings also differ based on it. Examples
2.1 b and 2.1 a show the singular subjects, but their endings differ. The reason behind
it is the subject in 2.1 b has a feminine form and 2.1 a has a masculine. Similarly, the
endings change if subjects are plural but have a different gender, as in 2.1 d (feminine)
and 2.1 c (masculine).

(2.1) (a)
A

Keliautojas
traveller[masc.]

aplanko
visits

šį
this

miestą
city

vasarą.
in summer.

(b)
A

Keliautoja
traveller[fem.]

aplanko
visits

šį
this

miestą
city

vasarą.
in summer.

(c) Keliautojai
Travellers[masc.]

aplanko
visit

šį
this

miestą
city

vasarą.
in summer.

(d) Keliautojos
Travellers[fem.]

aplanko
visit

šį
this

miestą
city

vasarą.
in summer.

This makes the identification of subject number (when the subject is a noun) in
Lithuanian possibly more complicated than in English. Commonly, plural in nouns
in the English language is expressed by the -s ending, e.g., travellers. Nonetheless,
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there are exceptions where the plural noun does not receive this ending, e.g., women.
Another exception is words that do not encode a number, e.g., sheep.

2.3 Machine Learning Models

2.3.1 BERT-Style Models

Architecture

BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) (Devlin et al., 2019)
is an instantiation of the transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) architecture, introduced
in 2019. The model consists of encoders, as opposed to the transformer architecture
which contains both encoders and decoders. Two model sizes are the most common,
namely BERT base and BERT large. The BERT base model has 12 layers, a hidden
size of 768 and 12 attention heads; the BERT large model has 24 layers, a hidden size
of 1024 and 16 attention heads (Devlin et al., 2019).

It is important to note that BERT is a bidirectional model that uses self-attention
(Devlin et al., 2019). In addition, BERT makes use of positional encoding. As described
by Wang and Chen (2020), BERT captures more information about local positions
than absolute or relative positions. This differs from decoder-based models, e.g., GPT-
2 (Radford et al., 2019) which encodes more information both about absolute and
relative positions (Wang and Chen, 2020).

Further, as Devlin et al. (2019) emphasize, there are two stages involving BERT-style
models, namely pretraining and fine-tuning. These models are commonly pretrained
on unlabelled data with the objective of next sentence prediction (NSP) and masked
language modelling (MLM). The latter task means that some words in the input are
randomly masked with a [MASK] token, which BERT replaces with its predictions
(Rogers et al., 2020). Next sentence prediction refers to predicting if one sentence
follows another. The second stage, namely fine-tuning, allows fine-tuning the weights
using labelled data on a downstream task.

At the point of BERT’s introduction, it reached state-of-the-art performance on
various natural language processing tasks (Devlin et al., 2019), the evaluation methods
used include SQuAD (v1.0 and v2.0), SWAG, and GLUE. The success of this model
induced the creation of various BERT-style models. There are different single-language
instantiations of BERT (e.g., English, Chinese), as well as multilingual models. A
commonly used multilingual model is mBERT which is trained on 104 languages.

Interpretability

BERT has been analysed in various studies which aim to answer how the model
reaches high performance (Rogers et al., 2020). For instance, as highlighted by Rogers
et al. (2020), studies on BERT analyse syntactic information encoded in the model.
Some examples include the findings that BERT’s representations are hierarchical (Lin
et al., 2019). As Rogers et al. (2020) point out, other studies, e.g., by Liu et al. (2019),
show that BERT encodes different syntactic information in its representations. In
addition, a smaller amount of studies focus on semantic information. According to
Rogers et al. (2020), BERT encodes information about semantic roles, entity types,
and relations. However, they also point out that various studies find that encoding
numbers, and replacing named entities tend to alter BERT’s performance negatively.
Further, other studies focus on information about the world encoded in BERT (Da
and Kasai, 2019; Petroni et al., 2019).
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Figure 2.1: An example of a decision boundary of logistic regression for 2-dimensional input data
for a binary classification task. It is generated using DecisionBoundaryDisplay from
sklearn (Pedregosa et al., 2011).

2.3.2 Diagnostic Classifier Models

This Section presents two models that are relevant to this thesis. In addition, it
discusses the complexity of diagnostic classifiers which is an open question in the
research field.

Logistic Regression

Logistic regression is a common and simple model to use for classification tasks.
A simplified explanation of logistic regression is that it uses a sigmoid function to
compute a prediction for binary output.

The decision boundary of logistic regression is rather simple, as seen in Figure 2.1.
This Figure shows a linear decision boundary that separates two classes in a binary
classification task. Due to the decision boundary being simple, some points can be
classified incorrectly, as shown in Figure 2.1. This indicates that a logistic regression
classifier is better suited for linearly separable data.

Another approach is multinomial logistic regression, as in an example from Pytorch
Lightning Bolts (Lightning AI, 2021) which uses a softmax function. This essentially
means that it allows not only binary but also multi-label output. Multinomial logistic
regression results in multiple linear decision boundaries.

Fully Connected Neural Network

A thorough explanation of a neural network is provided by Goldberg (2017), which
this Section follows. A neural network model consists of multiple layers: an input
layer, one or more hidden layers and an output layer. Each layer has a certain number
of neurons. In a fully connected neural network (FCNN) each neuron in a layer is
connected to every other neuron in the next layer. A simplified explanation of a neural
network is that each input is multiplied by a neuron’s weight and then the results
are summed up. Afterwards, a bias is added, and the result is passed to an activation
function. The output of the activation function is the output of a neuron. This output
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Figure 2.2: An example of a decision boundary of a neural network (multilayer perceptron)
for 2-dimensional input data for a binary classification task. It is generated using
DecisionBoundaryDisplay from sklearn (Pedregosa et al., 2011).

of each neuron is passed to all other neurons of the next layer, and the same process
continues. The output of each layer is the input of the next layer.

As Nielsen (2015) emphasizes, neural networks are capable to learn an approx-
imation of any function, e.g., a non-linear function. Deeper neural networks can
approximate more complex functions than small neural networks. Figure 2.2 displays
an example decision boundary using a simple neural network for a binary classification
task. It shows that neural networks are capable of solving more complex tasks, in
contrast to logistic regression. However, this also means that the risk of overfitting is
higher.

Complexity of Diagnostic Classifiers

Søgaard (2021) points out that finding the ideal approach to conduct probing is an
open question in the research field. As there is no clear consensus, some studies argue
in favour of simple architectures for probing, while others emphasize advantages of
more complex models.

A common approach in probing studies is using linear classifiers for diagnostic
classification. For instance, the study by Giulianelli et al. (2018) uses logistic regression.
According to Pimentel et al. (2020), one common reason to prefer simple to complex
models is avoiding that diagnostic classifiers learn a linguistic phenomenon instead
of only capturing it from the representations of the inspected model. Pimentel et al.
(2020) also add that studies arguing in favour of simple models often consider ease of
extraction rather than extracting all information that the inspected model encodes
about the particular linguistic phenomenon.

Despite linear classifiers being commonly used for probing, Pimentel et al. (2020)
argue that more complex models should be used to be able to capture more linguistic
information. They reason from an information-theoretic point of view. They explain
that a more complex classifier is able to extract more information that the inspected
model encodes about a particular linguistic phenomenon. In contrast, a simple classifier
is likely to capture less of such information. In addition, Hewitt and Liang (2019)
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point out that information in the inspected model might be encoded non-linearly.
This supports the use of more complex probes, as simple probes might be insufficient
to capture the information.

To summarize, as Pimentel et al. (2020) argue, simple models are better suited for
analysing ease of extraction. However, they point out that more complex models are
more suitable for inspecting the information content in the hidden representations.

Interpreting Results

A good performance of diagnostic classifiers is used to measure if an inspected model
encodes the linguistic phenomenon, as described in Section 2.1.1. However, to better
understand the accuracy of diagnostic classifiers, it is important to compare their
results to an established baseline. As Belinkov (2021) emphasizes, one approach to
interpret the results of diagnostic classifiers is to compare them to a majority baseline
(which always predicts the most frequent class), as done in the studies by Belinkov
et al. (2017) and Conneau et al. (2018). Belinkov (2021) adds that some studies use
random baselines, while other researchers estimate human performance, or compare
it to the performance reported in other studies.
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3 Methodology

In this Chapter, the data and models used for experiments are described, and the
experimental setup is explained in detail. Data creation is a two-step process in this
project. Section 3.1.1 explains the first step, namely creating the subject number
datasets for Lithuanian and English. What follows is an explanation of the second
step of the data creation, i.e., the process behind obtaining the data used for training
and testing diagnostic classifiers (Section 3.1.2). A more detailed description of the
models that are used is given in Section 3.2. Further, each model’s ability to learn
to identify the number of a subject is inspected by conducting experiments with
diagnostic classifiers, as described in Section 3.3. This Section provides an overview of
the experimental setup.

3.1 Data

3.1.1 Subject Number Datasets

Universal Dependencies’ (UD) treebanks are used to create subject number datasets
(in this thesis also referred to as number datasets or SubjNum datasets). Universal
Dependencies (de Marneffe et al., 2021; Nivre et al., 2020) is a collection of annotated
treebanks in different languages. UD treebanks contain morphological and syntactic
annotations, making them convenient to use for various natural language processing
tasks. As UD treebanks provide annotations which typically are manually checked,
these treebanks are beneficial for creating the number datasets used in this thesis.

Lithuanian UD Treebanks

Currently, two UD treebanks are available for the Lithuanian language, namely UD
Lithuanian ALKSNIS (Rimkutė et al., 2017; Universal Dependencies, 2022f) and
UD Lithuanian HSE (Universal Dependencies, 2022g). The Lithuanian treebank
ALKSNIS is created at the Centre of Computational Linguistics (CCL) at Vytautas
Magnus University (VMU) and is considered to be the gold standard for analysis of
the Lithuanian language (Rimkutė et al., 2017). The current version of this treebank
(v3.0) which is incorporated into the Universal Dependencies framework, consists of
news, nonfiction, legal, and fiction texts which sum up to 3,643 sentences and 70,047
tokens (Universal Dependencies, 2022b). Another treebank, namely UD Lithuanian
HSE, is a smaller treebank. It contains nonfiction, and news texts which result in 263
sentences and 5,356 tokens (Universal Dependencies, 2022b). Both of these treebanks
are used for creating the Lithuanian subject number datasets.

English UD Treebanks

Similarly, to create subject number datasets for English, two UD treebanks are used,
namely UD English EWT (Silveira et al., 2014; Universal Dependencies, 2022d) and
UD English GUM (Universal Dependencies, 2022e; Zeldes, 2017). These treebanks
are currently the largest treebanks for the English language available on Universal
Dependencies. UD English EWT is considered to be the gold standard for the English
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language. It contains blog, social, reviews, email, and web genres, and consists of
16,621 sentences and 251,489 tokens (Universal Dependencies, 2022a). UD English
GUM contains a larger variety of genres, such as academic, blog, fiction, government,
news, nonfiction, social, spoken, web, and wiki, and consists of 7,397 sentences and
134,233 tokens (Universal Dependencies, 2022a).

Extraction of Sentences

Sentences that contain nominal subjects (nsubj) are extracted from the UD treebanks.
According to Universal Dependencies (2022c), nominal subjects can be nouns, pro-
nouns or adjectives. Including nominal subjects ensures that no sentences that do not
contain subjects (e.g., titles or similar) are included in number datasets. Sentences for
subject number datasets used for training are extracted from the train set of treebanks,
and sentences for validation and testing are extracted from the corresponding sets
of the treebanks, as shown in Figure 3.1. This ensures reproducibility, as the same
sentences can be used for future experiments.

The extraction process starts with the Lithuanian UD treebanks. All sentences
that contain nominal subjects are extracted from UD Lithuanian ALKSNIS and UD
Lithuanian HSE. This results in the subject number datasets that consist of 1,182
sentences in the train set, 383 in the validation set and 365 in the test set. Based on
the number of the subject, sentences are labelled as either singular or plural. There
are 707 singular and 475 plural sentences in the train set, 224 singular and 159 plural
sentences in the validation set, and 220 singular and 145 plural sentences in the test
set. In other words, all subject number datasets consist of approximately 60% singular
and 40% plural labels. It is important to note that if a sentence has more than one
subject, then only the number of the last subject is taken into account.

It is important to note that the English UD treebanks are larger than Lithuanian,
meaning that a higher number of sentences with nominal subjects could be used.
However, in order to make the Lithuanian and English subject number datasets
more comparable, not all available English sentences are used. English sentences
are extracted until they match the number of sentences in the Lithuanian subject
number datasets. This means that the English subject number dataset contains the
same number of sentences – 1,182 sentences in the train set, 383 in the validation
set and 365 in the test set. In addition, the share of singular and plural labels is also
kept the same as in the Lithuanian datasets. This is done to make the datasets more
comparable.

Additional Information in Datasets

Similarly to the datasets used in the study by Ravfogel et al. (2018), the number
datasets created by using the UD treebanks (both in Lithuanian and in English)
in this thesis contain more information than only the original sentence (raw text
without annotations) and the number of a subject. In addition, the datasets include
the information of the same sentence where each word is replaced by its lemma,
part-of-speech tags of each word, dependency tags and the original sentence where
the main verb is replaced by the [MASK] token, and the number of intervening words
between the subject and the verb (also referred to as the context size). While some of
this additional information is not used in this project, it can be beneficial for the future
experiments, e.g., sentences with masked verbs can be used for studies on targeted
evaluations.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the data creation process in the project using UD treebanks. Relevant
sentences from the two UD treebanks (X and Y) are extracted from the train, dev, and
test sets to create subject number (SubjNum) datasets. Sentences from the SubjNum
datasets are fed to a BERT-style model. Afterwards, hidden states are extracted from
the model. Hidden states of layer n and corresponding labels (singular or plural) are
used for training and testing a diagnostic classifier of layer n of the BERT-style model.

SentEval Dataset

To compare this study to previous work, the dataset (in this thesis referred to as Sen-
tEval dataset) provided by Conneau et al. (2018) and used in the study on BERT by
Jawahar et al. (2019) is included in this thesis project. This dataset contains 100,000
train sentences, 10,000 validation sentences and 10,000 test sentences without anno-
tations. There are 50% singular and 50% plural labels in train, validation and test sets.
It is important to note that this thesis project uses 1,182 sentences for training, 384
for validation and 366 for testing, in order to have the size as similar as possible to
the other datasets used in this study. However, as opposed to datasets generated from
the Lithuanian and English UD treebanks, this dataset consists of 50% singular and
50% plural labels (instead of 60% and 40%). Keeping the original distribution ensures
a better comparison with the study by Jawahar et al. (2019). It is important to note
that the dataset used in this thesis project is also referred to as the SentEval dataset.

3.1.2 Data for Diagnostic Classifiers

The sentences (raw text without annotations) from the subject number datasets
(Lithuanian SubjNum, English SubjNum and SentEval) are fed to the models (Wik-
iBERT, BERT and mBERT) in order to extract hidden states. Afterwards, the hidden
states and the corresponding labels (singular or plural) are used for training and testing
diagnostic classifiers of different complexities.

The extracted hidden states are used to train the diagnostic classifiers for different
layers, meaning that train, validation and test sets for the diagnostic classifier of layer
n are the hidden states of layer n and the corresponding labels. Figure 3.1 illustrates
the process of data preparation for the diagnostic classifier of layer n.
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3.2 Models

Baseline

To determine if diagnostic classifiers show acceptable performance, their accuracy is
compared against the accuracy of a baseline. The method that is used in this thesis is
a majority baseline. It disregards input features and always predicts the most frequent
class. The majority baseline in this thesis project has an advantage of controlling for
imbalanced and balanced data.

Considering the Lithuanian and English subject number datasets, the accuracy of
the majority baseline is around 60%. The majority baseline always predicts a singular
label, as it is the most frequent class in these datasets. As introduced in 3.1.1, the
share of singular and plural labels is 60% and 40% in the Lithuanian and in English
subject number datasets. This means that the majority baseline predicts 60% of the
labels correctly and 40% incorrectly.

In contrast, the accuracy of the majority baseline for the SentEval dataset is around
50%. This is due to the dataset being balanced, as introduced in Section 3.1.1. This
means that the majority baseline in this setting is the same as the result for random
chance.

BERT Architectures

BERT-style models which are introduced in Section 2.3.1, are inspected in this thesis
project. More specifically, three BERT base (cased) architectures are used for the
experiments, namely BERT (English) (Devlin et al., 2019) available at Hugging Face
(2022a), WikiBERT (Lithuanian) (Pyysalo et al., 2021) available at TurkuNLP (2022)
and mBERT (multilingual) available at Hugging Face (2022b). Each model contains
12 hidden layers, 12 attention heads and has the hidden size of 768.

The Lithuanian experiments are conducted on two models, one of which is Wik-
iBERT for Lithuanian, provided by the TurkuNLP group. WikiBERT for Lithuanian
is trained on raw Wikipedia texts which contain around 34M tokens (Pyysalo et al.,
2021). The other model used for the experiments on Lithuanian is mBERT. It is
trained on Wikipedia texts of 104 languages, including Lithuanian. This model is
chosen in order to inspect if cross-lingual information encoded in the model has a
significant impact on capturing the number of a subject.

Further, the experiments on the English subject number and SentEval datasets
are conducted using the original BERT which is pretrained on 2,500M words from
the English Wikipedia and 800M words from BooksCorpus (Devlin et al., 2019). In
addition, mBERT is also used for the English experiments in this project.

DC Architectures

Section 2.3.2 introduces two different architectures of diagnostic classifiers (in this
thesis also referred to as DCs) which this thesis project uses. Similarly to the study by
Giulianelli et al. (2018) on LTSM to investigate subject-verb agreement, one type of
diagnostic classifiers in this thesis is a logistic regression model. The logistic regression
diagnostic classifiers are used in the first part of the experiments, described in Section
4.2. The models are implemented following the example from PyTorch Lightning Bolts
(Lightning AI, 2021).

Further, fully connected neural network diagnostic classifiers are also used for ex-
periments and the results are presented in Section 4.3. The fully connected diagnostic
classifiers consist of 3 linear layers and they use ReLU as activation function.
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3.3 Experimental Setup

The following experiments that include training and testing diagnostic classifiers are
designed to answer the research question if there is an indication of information of
subject number being encoded in the BERT-style models. If a diagnostic classifier
performs at a higher than the accuracy of a random chance or an established baseline,
this shows the indication of the BERT-style models being able to encode information
about the inspected phenomenon.

The sentences (raw text without any annotations) from the datasets are fed to
the models (WikiBERT, BERT and mBERT). The hidden states of these models are
extracted and afterwards are labelled (singular or plural). This data (the hidden states
and labels) is used for training and testing the diagnostic classifiers.

The DCs are trained for each layer of the BERT-style models. For instance, a
BERT base architecture has 12 layers and, therefore, 12 diagnostic classifiers are
trained on each dataset. All diagnostic classifiers are trained for 5 epochs using the
Adam optimizer, a learning rate of 0.0001 and a batch size of 32. In order to ensure
reproducibility, the seed of the random number generator is set to zero across all
diagnostic classifiers. The evaluation metric is the mean of per batch accuracy, as in
the example provided by PyTorch Lightning Bolts.

To establish whether accuracy is different in the experiments on different languages,
the experiments are designed to investigate the models of these languages. This entails
that separate diagnostic classifiers are trained on: (i) the hidden states of WikiBERT
and mBERT (using the Lithuanian subject number dataset), (ii) the hidden states of
BERT and mBERT (using the English subject number data), and (iii) the hidden states
of BERT and mBERT (using the SentEval data).

To examine if using DCs with different complexities produce different results, two
architectures (logistic regression and fully connected neural network), as described
in 3.2, are used. This means that first the logistic regression diagnostic classifiers are
trained on the hidden states as described above, and afterwards the fully connected
neural network diagnostic classifiers are trained on those hidden states, too.
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4 Results

This Chapter presents the results of the experiments conducted in this thesis project.
To begin with, Section 4.1 compares the datasets used for the experiments. The
purpose of examining the similarities of the datasets is to be able to interpret the
results of the following experiments. Further, the three research questions, (i) if there
is an indication of the number of a subject being encoded in BERT-style models, (ii)
if the accuracy of diagnostic classifiers is similar both in the Lithuanian and English
experiments, and (iii) if results differ when using diagnostic classifiers with different
complexity, are investigated in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. The first research question is
analysed by observing the accuracy of the diagnostic classifiers (logistic regression in
Section 4.2 and fully connected neural network in Section 4.3) of each layer of the
inspected models (BERT, mBERT and WikiBERT). Further, comparing the results of
the diagnostic classifiers used in the Lithuanian, English and SentEval experiments is
related to the second research question. The third research question is investigated by
comparing the results of the logistic regression (Section 4.2) and the fully connected
neural network diagnostic classifiers (Section 4.3).

4.1 Similarity of Datasets

Distribution of subjects per sentence

The two datasets, created using the UD treebanks, are rather similar in terms of the
total number of subjects per sentence. The distribution of sentences that have one or
more subjects in the train sets of the Lithuanian and English subject number datasets
is shown in Figure 4.1. The Lithuanian subject number dataset consists of more than
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of sentences in relation to the total number of subjects per sentence in the
Lithuanian and English subject number datasets that are created using the UD treebanks.
Sentences with more than 5 subjects are not shown due to their low frequency.
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Figure 4.2: Sentence length across different train datasets. Sentences that are longer than 40 tokens
are excluded due to their low frequency.

60% of sentences that have only one subject. Similarly, the English dataset contains
around 60% of sentences that have one subject. It can be noticed that the share
of sentences with more subjects rapidly decreases. For instance, more than 20% of
sentences in both the Lithuanian and English subject number datasets contain two
subjects. Sentences with 3 subjects take around 10% of sentences in the Lithuanian
and English datasets. The share of sentences that contain even more subjects in a
sentence noticeably diminishes further. From this data, it can be seen that the two
datasets share similar tendencies. It is important to note that the distribution of the
validation and test sets is not discussed due to similar distributions as in the train sets.

Sentence length

Further analysis is concerned with sentence length. The sentence length across the
train sets of the Lithuanian subject number, English subject number, and SentEval
datasets is shown in Figure 4.2. It can be seen that the Lithuanian and English subject
number datasets contain a fairly similar number of sentences of the same length. A
few exceptions that are worth mentioning lie in the range of 1-3, 4-6 and 13-15
tokens in a sentence. The English subject number dataset contains a noticeably larger
number of very short sentences (up to 6 tokens) than the Lithuanian subject number
dataset. In contrast, the Lithuanian subject number dataset has a higher frequency
of sentences that are longer, i.e., 13-15 tokens, in comparison to the English subject
number dataset.

It is observed that the SentEval dataset is more distinct in comparison to the
Lithuanian and English subject number datasets. It is important to note that this
Section refers to the SentEval dataset that is used in this thesis project, and not to
the original dataset that is much larger and is used in the studies by Conneau et al.
(2018) and Jawahar et al. (2019). It is apparent from Figure 4.2 that the SentEval
train set overall consists of a larger number of shorter sentences than the Lithuanian
and English subject number datasets. These two datasets generated from the UD
treebanks contain sentences that are longer than 31 tokens and this is not observed in
the SentEval dataset. The SentEval dataset contains more sentences in the range of 7
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Figure 4.3: Accuracy of the logistic regression diagnostic classifiers, trained on WikiBERT’s, BERT’s,
and mBERT’s hidden states. The Lithuanian subject number datasets (LT), English subject
number datasets (EN) and SentEval datasets (SentEval) are used. Separate diagnostic
classifiers are trained for different layers of the models. The Figure includes a majority
baseline. Detailed scores of diagnostic classifiers are reported in Table A.1 in the
Appendix.

to 21 tokens, in comparison to the Lithuanian and English subject number datasets.
In contrast, sentences shorter than 4 tokens are not observed in the SentEval dataset.
The distribution in the validation and test sets is not discussed due to the similarities
with the train sets.

4.2 Logistic Regression Diagnostic Classifiers

Performance Overview

As described in Section 3.3, the logistic regression (also referred to as LR in this thesis)
diagnostic classifiers of different layers are trained using several datasets. Overall, the
results fluctuate to a large extent, as shown in Figure 4.3. It is especially pronounced
in the Lithuanian experiments with WikiBERT, as the accuracy decreases below
a majority baseline in several layers, namely in layers 3, 5, 6 and 9. While lower
performance than a majority baseline is also observed in the results of some other
models (e.g, the English subject number dataset, layer 12 of BERT), it does not occur
in as many layers as in the experiments with WikiBERT on Lithuanian. Further, Figure
4.3 indicates that the highest results using all datasets occur in the middle and upper
layers (layer 8 to layer 11).

The logistic regression diagnostic classifiers trained on WikiBERT’s and mBERT’s
hidden states do not show high accuracy in most layers in the experiments with
the Lithuanian subject number dataset. Most results of these diagnostic classifiers
are lower than the majority baseline, as they are either below or barely above 60%.
However, a noticeable increase in accuracy can be observed in the DCs of layer 7
and 10 of WikiBERT and in the DCs of layer 9 and 11 of mBERT in the Lithuanian
experiments. Figure 4.3 shows that the highest accuracy is reached by the diagnostic
classifiers which are trained on layer 10 of WikiBERT’s hidden states (75.89%) and on
layer 11 of mBERT’s hidden states (75.89%).

In contrast, the diagnostic classifiers trained on the English SubjNum datasets show
higher performance in most layers, in comparison to the DCs trained on Lithuanian.
The accuracy most of the time is higher than the accuracy of the majority baseline, as
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Figure 4.4: Confusion matrices displaying the predictions of best performing logistic regression
diagnostic classifiers in the Lithuanian and SentEval experiments.

shown in Figure 4.3a. Lower accuracy generally occurs less often in the English subject
number and SentEval experiments (Figure 4.3b) in comparison to the Lithuanian
experiments. Nonetheless, the highest accuracy that is reached does not differ much
from the highest results on Lithuanian. The DCs in the English subject number
experiments show the highest performance in layer 10 of BERT (75.07%) and in layer
8 of mBERT (75.62%). Overall, the highest performance is reached using the SentEval
dataset, the DCs of layer 11 of BERT (83.06%) and of layer 9 of mBERT (80.60%).
The experiments on the SentEval dataset generally outperform other datasets and a
majority baseline in almost all layers, as shown in Figure 4.3b.

In addition, the results of experiments on mBERT show a tendency of accuracy
gradually increasing from layer 1 until the best performing layer. This is not observed
in the results of the experiments with WikiBERT and BERT (when using the English
subject number dataset).

Inspection of Selected Models

Due to the reason that the experiments in Lithuanian show the lowest results, an
additional analysis of the two models is performed and compared to the two models
from the experiments on the SentEval data (see Figure 4.4). The predictions of the
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Figure 4.5: Accuracy of the fully connected neural network (FCNN) diagnostic classifiers (DCs),
trained on WikiBERT’s, BERT’s, and mBERT’s hidden states. The Lithuanian subject
number datasets (LT), English subject number datasets (EN) and SentEval datasets
(SentEval) are used. Separate diagnostic classifiers are trained for different layers of the
models. The Figure includes a majority baseline. Detailed scores of diagnostic classifiers
are reported in Table A.2 in the Appendix.

two best performing diagnostic classifiers, namely WikiBERT’s DC of layer 10 and
mBERT’s DC of layer 11, are inspected in detail. More precisely, the models’ abilities
to predict singular and plural labels are discussed. Figures 4.4a and 4.4b show the
confusion matrices of the two logistic regression DCs in the Lithuanian experiments.
It is observed that these DCs predict singular much better than plural. Even though
there are fewer plural labels overall in the Lithuanian experiments, mistakes with
plural labels happen twice as often in comparison to singular labels. For example,
Figure 4.4a shows that the model 56 times falsely predicts the plural labels as singular,
meanwhile false predictions of singular labels occur almost half as often – 31 times.
A similar tendency is also observed in the Lithuanian experiments with mBERT, as
shown in Figure 4.4b.

In contrast, the predictions of the DCs that are trained on the balanced SentEval
data are more accurate, as shown in Figures 4.4c and 4.4d. The difference between the
mistakes of the models trained on the SentEval data in the predictions of singular and
plural labels tends to be lower than in the Lithuanian experiments. Figure 4.4c shows
that the model misidentifies the plural labels as singular 26 times and the singular
labels as plural 40 times. Figure 4.4d shows the same number of mistakes (37) in
predicting plural and singular labels.

4.3 Neural Network Diagnostic Classifiers

Performance Overview

The results of the fully connected neural network (FCNN) diagnostic classifiers (see
Figure 4.5) generally fluctuate less in comparison to the logistic regression classifiers
(see Figure 4.3). Most of the results outperform the majority baseline, with some
exceptions of the DCs of the lower layers. However, an exception is observed in the
experiments with the DCs of BERT using the SentEval data. The classifier of layer
3 performs worse in comparison to the DCs of other layers. The highest accuracy
of the FCNN DCs is observed in the middle and upper layers (layer 7 to layer 12),
with an exception of the DC of layer 3 in the experiments with BERT on the English
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subject number dataset. Moreover, a tendency of performance decay in the DCs of
the last layer is observed, with an exception of the DC of mBERT in the English
subject number experiments and the DCs of BERT in the SentEval experiments. In
addition, an upward trend is observed, as the accuracy tends to increase starting from
the DCs of the lower layers until the highest performing DCs. However, there is an
exception of the classifiers trained on BERT’s hidden states in the English subject
number experiments, as the peak is reached in layer 3 and, afterwards, the accuracy
tends to decrease.

The performance of the DCs trained on WikiBERT’s hidden states is better in most
layers (see Figure 4.5), in comparison to the results of the logistic regression DCs
(Figure 4.4). FCNN DCs reach a higher accuracy than the majority baseline, as seen
in Figure 4.5a, with some exceptions in the lower layers. However, the accuracy of
the DCs in the experiments on Lithuanian remains the lowest in comparison to the
experiments on other datasets. This tendency is also observed in the experiments with
the logistic regression DCs.

The accuracy of the DCs in the English subject number experiments increases in
most layers (Figure 4.5a) in comparison to the LR DCs (Figure 4.3a). The highest
accuracy is observed in the DC of layer 3 of BERT (76.99%) and the DCs of layer 7
and 12 of mBERT (77.81%). Similarly to the experiments with logistic regression, the
DCs in the experiments with the SentEval data show the highest accuracy, as shown
in Figure 4.5b. DCs reach higher than the majority baseline accuracy in almost all
layers, with an exception of DC of layer 1 of mBERT. The best performing diagnostic
classifiers are of layer 12 (84.97%) of BERT and layer 9 of mBERT (82.79%).

Inspection of Selected Models

As the Lithuanian experiments show the lowest accuracy, a more detailed inspection is
performed, similarly as in Section 4.2. The predictions of the best performing models
in the Lithuanian experiments are compared to the predictions of the best performing
models in the SentEval experiments. The confusion matrices shown in Figures 4.6a
and 4.6b, illustrate that the classifiers in the Lithuanian experiments tend to identify
singular better than plural, as noticed with the logistic regression DCs. It is observed
in the predictions of the DCs of layer 11 of WikiBERT (Figure 4.6a), that the number
of mistakes with misidentifying plural labels as singular is more than 4 times higher
than misidentifying singular labels as plural. However, this tendency is not observed in
the experiments with the DC of layer 11 of mBERT. The mistakes of misidentifying
singular and plural labels as their respective opposite, occur almost as often in both
cases.

Further, the predictions of the models in the SentEval experiments are more
accurate. The DCs trained on the SentEval dataset which is balanced, show good
performance at predicting both singular and plural labels, as shown in Figures 4.6c
and 4.6d.
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Figure 4.6: Confusion matrices displaying the predictions of best performing fully connected neural
network diagnostic classifiers in the Lithuanian and SentEval experiments.
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5 Discussion

To interpret the performance of the diagnostic classifiers, it is important to analyse
the data that is used in the experiments. The limitation of data imbalance (60%
singular and 40% plural labels) in the Lithuanian and English subject number datasets
might to some extent affect the performance of the classifiers. The experiments with
the SentEval dataset support this hypothesis, as the results are the highest when
a balanced dataset is used. Therefore, there is an indication that the imbalanced
datasets alter the results to some extent. It is also worth noting that the difference of
sentence length across all three datasets might be related to lower performance in the
Lithuanian and English experiments with the subject number datasets in comparison
to the experiments with the SentEval dataset. As the Lithuanian and English subject
number datasets tend to have longer sentences, this might make the identification of
subject number harder.

Overall, the results (which outperform the baseline) show that BERT-style models
capture subject number in the middle and upper layers. This is indicated by the
highest scores that are reached by the diagnostic classifiers of these layers across all
datasets. However, the highest accuracy is not always observed in the exact same layers
of different instantiations of BERT. Therefore, this study observes that the number
of a subject is encoded in the range starting from layer 7 to layer 12 in BERT-style
models. An exception can be observed, where the best performance is reached by the
FCNN DC on layer 3 of BERT (on the English subject number dataset). Further, the
results of all experiments agree with the study by Jawahar et al. (2019) which finds
that the DCs of lower layers show worse performance in comparison to middle or
upper layers. Moreover, Jawahar et al. (2019) observe the highest performance in the
middle layer (layer 6, 88.1%) of BERT. In addition, Jawahar et al. (2019) observe an
accuracy decrease in the upper layers, which is also noticed to some extent in this
thesis project. This is observed in the experiments both with the logistic regression
and fully connected neural network classifiers.

When comparing the results of the experiments with different datasets, accuracy
is the lowest in experiments with Lithuanian, both in the experiments with logistic
regression and fully connected neural network classifiers. This may indicate that
capturing subject number is to some extent more complicated in Lithuanian than
in English. Subjects in Lithuanian can be expressed using several cases which results
in a different word ending. This could influence the results, but more investigation
would be beneficial. It is also important to note that WikiBERT for Lithuanian is
pretrained on less data than BERT and mBERT. This might be related to lower results
in Lithuanian, as the model has been exposed to less data.

Further, cross-lingual information encoded in mBERT does not seem to have a
strong impact on the identification of the number of a subject, in comparison to
monolingual models WikiBERT and BERT. The results of the experiments do not
indicate that the DCs trained on mBERT’s hidden states consistently outperform the
DCs trained on the monolingual models.

It is important to emphasize that the results of the logistic regression classifiers
fluctuate a lot, especially in the experiments with WikiBERT. This makes the results of
the logistic regression classifiers less reliable. A possible implication of the fluctuation
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is that logistic regression may be insufficient to analyse hidden states of transformer-
based models. In contrast, the results of the fully connected neural network classifiers
are more consistent. The general observations about the results stay the same, but
there is an indication that using a more complex architecture might be beneficial.
This supports Pimentel et al. (2020) argument in favour of using more complex
architectures to design diagnostic classifiers. As discussed in Section 2.3.2, more
complex classifiers are capable of extracting more information and are better suited for
extracting non-linear information. Simple models are at risk of being not large enough
to capture information about a linguistic phenomenon in the hidden representations
of large models.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

Linguistically-informed interpretability is an emerging research area which aims to
investigate the inner workings of neural networks by using linguistic phenomena. This
thesis contributes to the field by analysing BERT-style models that are trained on
different languages. This study conducts experiments to assess the models’ ability to
learn the number of a subject without being explicitly trained for this task.

Several BERT-style base models are investigated, namely BERT, WikiBERT and
mBERT. This study conducts experiments on Lithuanian and English. Diagnostic
classifiers are trained on the hidden states of each layer of the BERT-style models.
In addition, diagnostic classifiers of different complexities are investigated, namely
logistic regression and fully connected neural network.

The findings of this thesis answer the research questions (RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3).
The answers are presented in the remaining part of this Section.

RQ1 Is there an indication in the layers of BERT-style models that information of a
subject’s number in Lithuanian and English is encoded? Is this information encoded
in the same layers of different instantiations of the BERT-style models?

Yes, there is an indication of BERT-style models encoding subject’s number in
Lithuanian and English. Similarly to the study by Jawahar et al. (2019), this thesis
project also finds indications of BERT-style models being able to capture linguistic
information. Higher than the majority baseline accuracy of the diagnostic classifiers
indicates that the BERT-style models encode the information about the number of a
subject in the middle and upper layers. This is observed in the experiments with all
BERT-style models, namely WikiBERT, BERT and mBERT.

The information is encoded in a similar range of layers across all BERT-style models.
The highest performance is observed in layers 7-12. There is only one exception of
the FCNN DC of layer 3 of BERT using the English subject number dataset.

RQ2 Is the accuracy of diagnostic classifiers similar both in Lithuanian and English
experiments?

The accuracy is lower in the Lithuanian experiments in comparison to the En-
glish experiments. This might indicate that determining the number of a subject in
Lithuanian is to some extent harder than in English. However, a possible further
investigation, in particular with larger datasets, could be beneficial. Another possible
explanation is related to the fact that BERT-style models are pretained on different
amounts of data which might alter the results. For instance, WikiBERT for Lithuanian
is pretrained on less data than BERT for English.

RQ3 Do results differ when using diagnostic classifiers with different complexity?

The results of the LR and FCNN diagnostic classifiers are different. The FCNN DCs
show overall higher scores which fluctuate less. Therefore, the experiments show an
indication that a more complex architecture for diagnostic classifiers can provide more
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reliable results in comparison to simple models. The fluctuation of the results of the
LR DCs make them less reliable and suggest that this architecture may be insufficient
for analysing hidden states of BERT-style models. However, more investigation would
be useful to determine which complexity is most suitable.

6.2 Future Work

Future work could include additional tasks to use for investigating BERT-style models’
linguistic capabilities. This project has a limitation of inspecting only one semantic
task, namely the subject number. The study by Conneau et al. (2018) provides a range
of surface, semantic and syntactic tasks that could be used in future experiments. For
instance, another semantic task, i.e., the identification of the number of an object
could be included. In addition, it is beneficial to explore BERT-style models’ ability
to learn syntactic tasks. An additional task to be included could be subject-verb
agreement. This task is common in studies on linguistically-informed interpretability,
especially those that aim to interpret long short term memory networks. Jawahar
et al. (2019) include this task in their study on BERT which is pretrained on English.
Generally, research on subject-verb agreement including BERT-style models receives
less attention. Therefore, it is beneficial to investigate these models’ ability to learn
this linguistic phenomenon.

Another direction for future experiments could be related to including more
languages. This thesis project conducts the experiments on two languages, namely
Lithuanian and English. Currently, numerous studies on linguistically-informed in-
terpretability focus on English. Therefore, including more languages, especially those
that are morphologically rich, could provide further insights.
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A Appendix

A.1 Results of Diagnostic Classifiers

Lithuanian English SentEval
Layer WikiBERT mBERT BERT mBERT BERT mBERT

1 65.75 60.27 61.37 71.51 50.27 51.64
2 60.55 60.27 73.70 69.04 74.04 63.66
3 43.29 61.64 73.42 70.14 67.76 72.13
4 64.66 59.73 63.84 66.03 72.95 68.31
5 55.89 62.47 73.70 74.79 77.87 75.41
6 54.52 68.77 74.79 75.34 80.33 75.96
7 71.23 67.12 72.60 70.96 82.24 79.78
8 63.84 64.38 74.79 75.62 80.33 78.42
9 49.86 70.96 51.51 67.95 78.96 80.60

10 75.89 67.12 75.07 74.25 82.79 63.39
11 63.56 75.89 66.30 69.32 83.06 77.05
12 61.37 69.86 56.44 72.33 82.79 62.30

Table A.1: Accuracy of the logistic regression diagnostic classifiers (DCs) using the hidden states
of WikiBERT, mBERT and BERT. Separate diagnostic classifiers are trained for different
layers of the models.

Lithuanian English SentEval
Layer WikiBERT mBERT BERT mBERT BERT mBERT

1 60.27 60.27 70.41 69.59 71.31 52.46
2 60.27 60.27 74.79 60.27 71.86 69.13
3 61.37 60.27 76.99 67.40 56.28 75.68
4 60.27 60.55 76.44 66.30 79.78 76.78
5 66.58 61.10 76.44 69.04 77.32 74.04
6 64.66 69.59 71.51 73.70 73.22 78.69
7 67.95 66.03 74.52 77.81 83.06 80.33
8 70.14 67.12 66.03 74.79 81.15 75.14
9 70.14 72.60 69.04 74.79 80.33 82.79

10 77.53 66.85 66.58 74.79 84.15 80.05
11 78.63 76.99 67.12 74.25 82.79 79.51
12 71.78 66.03 61.37 77.81 84.97 73.50

Table A.2: Accuracy of the fully connected neural network (FCNN) diagnostic classifiers (DCs)
using the hidden states of WikiBERT, mBERT and BERT. Separate diagnostic classifiers
are trained for different layers of the models.
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